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Due to frustration with the
University Studies Program
(UNST) here at A&T, over 100
freshman students attended the
first official Town Hall meeting
onUNST inthe Merrick Hall
Auditorium on Nov. 1.
Students met with the deanof
UNST, Dr. Joseph Graves, inan
effort to assess and deal with
some of the problems students
were having with their UNST
classes.
Graves triedto hold an open,
but structured forum; however, a
large majority of students were
already upset before the meeting
even began due to a last minute
change in the location ofthe
meeting from the auditorium in
Hines Hall to Merrick.
"I didn'treally expect for any
of theproblems students had to
be solved right away, but I defi-
nitely expected for students to
be able to voice their concerns,"
said Christian Mclver, freshmen
class president. "There is a level
of order that is necessary for any
meeting to run properly.
Because ofa lack ofrespect on
both parts of students and facul-
ty, the meeting just didn't flow
and nothing was achieved,
which only aggravated the stu-
dents more," he said.
To make matters worse,
because ofthe location change,
students were only permitted to
ask questions for just under half
an hour. Originally the time of
the meeting was to be from 7:30
to 9 p.m. However, because of
an event that had already been
scheduled in the room at 8 p.m.,
students were only permitted to
ask questions for a half an hour,
aggravating students even more
than they already were.
"With so much confusion,
all that resulted was a group of
upset freshmen yelling at the
class officers, trying to voice
their concerns," Mclver said
A photo montage of Ed Bradley during his career as an award winning journalist; shown here are Bradley, his CBS colleagues, and fellow
award recipients. Bradley worked for CBS' 60 Minutes for almost 30 years covering a widearray of people and subject matters for the show,
Today's college graduates may
have a difficult time finding a
job due to a lack ofexperience
and internships are just the way
to make up for this loss.
"This is an excellent program
and it gives marketing majors
real life experience in advertis-
ing and campaigning for a
Fortune 500 company," said
Contraven Adams, a senior mar-
keting major.
and analyzing the results oftheir
The students received a
$2,500budget, courtesy ofBill
Black Chevrolet to help bring
theirplans into action and have
been responsible for tracking
integrated marketing campaign,
which they branded "Push it to
theLimit."
"The goal of the program is to
promote awareness of
Chevrolet's all-new HHR and
Cobalt," said Clarice McClung,
a senior marketing major and
program participant.
The two flashy cars that come
in colors ranging from sunburst
orange to rally yellow, are
designed to appeal to Generation
Y, so it is only fitting that they
are marketed by the same group.
Aggie Innovations Marketing
Group, which is the name the 31
marketing students adopted for
theiragency, has been responsi-
ble for researching, implement-
ing and evaluating an integrated
marketing campaign for their
client, Bill Black Chevrolet of
Greensboro, since the beginning
of the semester.
Students at A&T are being
given an opportunity to gain
hands on experience in the field
of marketing thanksto a fall
internship sponsored by
Chevrolet.
TheAmerican auto-maker
thatprides itself in being "An
American Revolution," chose
A&T as one of 10 schools to
participate in the competitive
learning opportunityknown as
the Chevrolet Marketing
Internship Program
Fresh
men
get
fired
up
See CHEVROLET INTERNS on Pago 2
SUBMITTED PHOTO
Future A&T Chancellor, Dr. Stanley F. Battle with UNC President, Irskine Bowles at press conference at UNC Chapel Hill to announce that
Battle will be the new chancellorof A&T, beginning in Fall 2007.
Dr. Stanley E Battle named A&J's
Coppin State's loss is A&T's gain:
See UNST CONTROVERSY onPage 2
Chancellor-Elect
By Jeuron Dove
News Editor
See NEW CHANCELLOR on Page 2
Battle, 55, is the current presi-
dent of Coppin State University
located in Baltimore, Md. and
has served in that capacity since
2003. While overseeing CSU,
Battle has instituted a number of
programs that quickly estab-
lished CSU as not only one of
Dr. Stanley F. Battle was intro-
duced as the newly elected chan-
cellor ofA&T.
OnFriday at 3 p.m. in the
boardroom ofDowdy, history
was made when
School, a local high school
that faces many of the problems
that schools like Rosemont
faced
helped him to understand how
serious the matter was.
After Battle concluded his
address, he answered any ques-
tions that the mediaand audi-
ence members had. They ranged
from hobbies that he doesaway
from academics, the struggling
athletic program of this season
and a possible partnership with
Dudley High
"It is not my intent to alter
the tremendous history of this
institution. In fact, it was the his-
tory of great men such as the
A&T four that brought me here,"
said Battle.
students, administrators and
trustees, Battle made it clear as
to what he plans to bring to the
table as chancellor and as to why
A&T caught his interest in the
first place
ious news outlets
In a press conference that
was attended by members of var-
the premiere historicallyblack Some ofBattle's greatest
institutions ofhigher learning in achievements while at CSU
the country. included helping to transform
the campus into one of the most
technologically advanced institu-
tions in the entire state of
Maryland, as well as his
acclaimed Coppin/Rosemont
Initiative.
One of the areas thatBattle
feels most passionately about is
involving the educationofkids
who are raised inurban areas.
He often feels that societyhas
turned theirbacks on kids who
are raised in these areas.
He and his administration
tackled this problem head-on
Shortly after CSU took charge
ofRosemont, the school quickly
experienced a turnaroundand is
now one ofthe finest elementary
schools in Baltimore and is aca-
demically nationally ranked.
The success of the
Coppin/Rosemont Initiative has
encouraged CSU to expand its
program to other area schools
such as Lemmel Middle School
when they literally took over the
leadership ofRosemont
Elementary, which was among
the lowest ranked schools ofits
kind in the Baltimore area due to
the low testperformance of its
students.
and Douglass High School
During the course ofthe con-
ference, Battle expressed his
gratitude for the hard work of
the members of the chancellor
search committee, in particular
Velma Speight-Buford.
"She was the first lady that I
methere and was my point of
entry into the university," he
said
He recalled one particular
story of how the committee
questioned him for nearly two
hours and how happy he was to
be able to leave theroom when
it was over. He describes them
as being relentless, yet they
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Aggies
"Push
it to
the
Limit"
By Dexter Mullins
By Rekel Darden
Contributor
Contributor
Have you thought about a career in public accounting,
corporate accounting, or management consulting?
Do you want to be a CPA?
ing basis, earlyApplications ar
applications are encouraged
Al! undergraduate majors welcome. Our 10 -month, lull -time MSA program
begins in August. We offer an excellent teaching faculty, small er classes
lower tuition, and excellent financial assistance opportunities
Cameron School ofBusiness is accredited by AACSB
due April 1; admission decisions made on a roll
UNST Controversy
Continued from Page 1
entire UNST program, regardless
of the program being required of
all freshmen in order to gradu-
some students away from the
Due to the meetings' lack of
achievement, discontent turned
"We eventually managed to
regain order outside of the union
and outline a plan ofaction."
One possible suggestion to
eliminating some of the confu-
sion was to eliminate the break-
planned properly enough for me
to benefit from it?"
money for a class that has
barely been thought out or
just doesn't make any sense for
me to go to a class that is poorly
coordinated. Why should I pay
computer engineering major
freshman Chris McLeod said
would be more beneficial for me
to take an alternative course until
they work out all of the bugs,"
"Because of all theprob-
lems I have seen with my friends
that have this class, I think it
cessful
Several efforts were made
to contact Dean Graves for com-
mentary, but they were unsuc-Dean Graves ended the meeting
and set up a follow-up meeting
the next Monday, Nov. 6 at 7:30
p.m. in the Hines Hall
Frustrated with theresults
and responses ofthe students.
Reasoning that were supposed to
be removed the next day are still
in theirpositions and they were
simply talked to."
Green said. "Some ofthe break-
out teachers in Analytical
improvements are already taking
too long to be put into place,"
"I hope that they will be put in
place. I think some ofthe
felt the changes were not com-
ing quick enough.
some students
Despite the fact that some
adjustments were being made,
addition to the extra credit
offered and grade adjustments, it
is probably the most important
improvement."
sessions fornext semester," said
senate intern president Michael
Green, "it will give them time to
analyze it and see if it will be
beneficial for the students. In
"The best improvement that
1 thinkDean Graves suggested
was eliminating the breakout
some still feel more needs to be
done, but for the time being, the
proposed corrections will have to
do.
Somewhat satisfied, stu-
dents left the meeting with some
sense of accomplishment, but
changes, their grades are ques-
tionablefor the fall semester."
positive change ifimplemented,"
said freshman class committee
chair Jessica Gowins. "However,
since many of the students cur-
rently in theUNST courses have
not received the implemented
"I mean, the suggested
improvements should make a
the tensions.
motion to help ease some of
were discussed and put into
making it easier for the students
to have their questions answered
It was not until this meeting that
real solutions to the problem
Auditorium. This time, the meet-
ing was much more respectful,
organized and less attended,
Each of the panelists were
anxious to answer the questions
provided by the moderator,
Ernest Hooker, pertaining to top-
ics on the physical transition,
armed forces and its influences
on veterans, benefits and stereo-
The panel discussion was enti-
tled, "Transitioning from
Military to Civilians."
The University gave its thanks
to the Aggie men and women of
the Aimed Forces with a panel
discussion thatbegan at 10:00am
and then a luncheon following
the discussion.
Technical State University stu-
dents, staff, administrators, and
faculty who are veterans.
Carolina Agricultural and
On Nov. 10, the Office of
Veteranand Disability Support
Services honored all North
Contributor
By Alicia Moore
Chevrolet Interns
Continued from Page 1
out sessions
"Our main goal of this cam-
paign is to be a part of the com-
munity and a part ofthe college
atmosphere," said Jerry
McPherson, General Sales
Managerof Bill Black
Chevrolet. "Another goal is to
show our products through
North CarolinaA&T State
University's marketing pro-
The Chevrolet Marketing
Internship Program bridges the
gapbetween industry and educa-
tionby providing students with
the experience necessary to gain
employment.
ing ovation
Soldiers Organization calling it
"the greatest untold story in the
history ofour nation. As Colonel
Gorham ended his moving, heart
touching speech, the audience
thanked him with a warm stand-
country to be where it is today.
He also gave tribute the Buffalo
during his speech. This innova-
tive man gave tribute to the lega-
cy of our culture and those sol-
diers who have paid for the
brought tears to the audience
Following the panel discus-
sion, the program moved over to
the Exhibit Hall for the luncheon
where fellow aggie student, Ms.
Jennifer James sang the National
Anthem and A&T's ROTC did
the Posting ofColors. The guest
speaker was honorary Colonel
James R. Gorham, veteran of the
Army National Guard, who
from miliary life to civilian life,
especially for those who are in
the reserves, have went to Iraq
and have come back.
that they should have focused
more on the actual transition
many people were going to show
up," continued Olen. However,
when interviewing Gilliam, he
went on to say "... I appreciate
the support and recognition from
the Aggie family, but. it was a
relatively small turnout-1 was
surprised not to see many ROTC
participants." "I enjoyed the pro-
gram, said Ansen Jones, junior
English major and veteran ser-
geant ofthe military. " I think
said army vet. Gerald Olen. " I
was most surprised by the
turnout. 1 really didn't think
The majority of the panel was
ian life
were at the core of the advice
that veterans offered to those in
the midst ofor getting ready to
transitionfrom the field to civil-
with different types ofpeople
steps such as time management
skills, paying attention to detail
planning and preparing, disci-
pline, leadership, self- determi-
nation, and the ability to deal
especially those coming from the
war zone. Much of the advice
that the panelists gave are simi-
lar to the things students do to
prepare for college and in some
cases transition from college to
the "real world."Preparatory-
Many of the panelists and vet-
erans agreed that the transition
from the armed forces to civilian
life can be difficult for many,
what better group to present to
our students than the veterans.'
"I would like to pay homage to
this program; I am thankful and
grateful for such a celebration,
said Dr. Judy Rashid, Dean of
Students. "It makes me plan for
the future. These are things stu-
dents need to hear daily- and
comments
■types
The panel lasted about an
hour, opening with the panel dis-
cussion and ending with opening
the floor up for questions and
responsible along withPeggy
Oliphant-director ofVeteran &
Disability Support Services for
the success of the honorary pro-
Hooker and Purvis Eichelberger,
both of which were in part
two very special men with $250
scholarships and recognition by
the Buffalo Soldier Organization
The recipients were Ernest
Donald Lindsay, president of the
Buffalo Soldier Organization of
North Carolina. He presented
To wrap up the luncheon, vet-
erans were given special thanks
and awards. There was a special
presentation given by Major
The program was very nice.
making his transition straight
into school a smooth one.
added Gilliam, who takes advan-
tage ofthe benefits, especially
those set aside for education-
hands clean and move on
many instances, when a person
is finished serving his/her time,
they are ready to wipe their
involved " said Gilliam. " In
"... the lack of communication,
information, and initiative." It is
interesting that the veterans tell
how much discipline, leadership,
confidence, and self-determina-
tion the armed forces instills in
one and then say that veterans
lack initiative when it conies to
seeking benefits they are entitled
to. "It is a lot ofpaper work
completed service in the force.
When asked "why?"most of the
veterans gave the same answer
One of the most discussed top-
ics was the fact that veterans are
not taking full advantage of the
benefits offered after one has
give back-
seemed to have been influential
were the brother and sisterhood
the environment housed, learn-
ing appreciation for other peo-
ple, traveling, and learning to
answer. Other factors that
McNeil, wrapping up her
confidence
would definitely have to say
said Clarice
today. "... and I am thankful for
that!" commented Barrow. "1
life?" Hooker asked. Eager to all
answer at once, Barrow took the
question first and assured that if
it had not been for the military,
he would not be where he is
"How has the military
enhanced or influenced your
varied from the U.S. Air Force.
U.S. Marines, U.S. Army, and
the U.S. Navy.
A&T's financial aid office, and
Clarice Mcneil. The veterans
Knight- a Political Science sen-
ior, Gerald Olen from the A&T
Police Administration, Willene
Rucker from the Dean's Office,
Martinez Washington from
Maurice Hamilton-
Studies student, Quadean
a Liberal
made up ofveterans from A&T
The participants were Archie
Barrow from the Employment
Security Commission, Qasiym
Gilliam-a Biology student,
Two ofthe 10 schools partic-
ipating in the internship program
will be chosen to go to Atlanta
to compete for first place.
Nov. 29 in Craig Hall room 212
Chevrolet, Bill Black Chevrolet,
and EdVentures Partners on
evaluationof their campaign
strategy to executives from
paign to measure the students'
success and the program partici-
pants will present the results of
their research, along with an
There will be a post-evalua-
tion of the promotional cam-
interacted with 703 students at
our first event, so our goal was
actually met then. After the sec-
ond event, we will have interact-
ed with well over 800 students."
least 700 students actually sit in
the cars," Hairston said. "We
"We have built awareness and
reached our goal of having at
Jonathan Hairston, CEO of
Aggie Innovations Marketing
Group shared his sentiments on
the success of the events.
dance of the two events
The group sponsored another
event filled with fun, food and
prizes on Nov. 8 outsidethe
Williams Cafeteria. Students
were encouraged to come over
take part in the festivities by stu-
dents with megaphones, as pop-
ular songs boomed from the
sound systems of the HHRs and
Cobalts provided for the event
by Bill Black Chevrolet.
Each student that visited
the event was asked to take a
seat in one of the two Chevy
models, check out the neat fea-
tures ofeach and complete a
survey. The surveys served as a
means ofmeasuring the atten-
"Pack My Ride," where they
competed to see how fast they
could pack the back of the
Chevy HHR with supplies that
the group provided. The mar-
keting team also provided food
as well as prizes, which included
gas cards, gift certificates, and
gift packages filled with Bill
Black Chevrolet promotional
items.
'"Push it to theLimit" campaign
with an outdoor event on Oct.
18. in front of the Memorial
Student Union. Students that
stopped by that event had a
chance to enjoy games, such as
gram
Aggie Innovations
Marketing Group began the
CAMERON SCHOOL
OF BUSINESS
Master of Science in Accountancy
New Chancellor
Continued from Page 1
"Thereputation ofA&T as one
ofthe top three black schools in
this country speaks for itself as
an academic institution and as a
Mecca of intelligence," he said.
feels that there is no opportunity
on earth like getting a chance to
lead an institution like A&T.
Throughout the entire press
conference. Battle remained con-
stant in stating the fact that he
"He is a good individual and
has strong potential. He's coming
in at a great time and will keep
momentum going," he said.
introduced to Battle, feels confi-
dent about A&T's new leader-
ship.
Adams, who was personally
technology services, Corey
Senior chemical engineering
major and director of student
Welborne, vice chancellor of
studentaffairs.
where he stands spiritually," said
Dr. Sullivan
who lets you know upfront
that you will get a chancellor
decisions through wisdom and
not emotion. It's very seldom
that he was driven by faith. This
means that he will deal with
"I think that he's going to be a
tremendous asset to our school
and firmly believe that what you
see with him is whatyou get. It
was also a strong positive that he
let everyoneknow off the bat
qualified to lead this institution
he said.
Other faculty, staff and stu-
dents also feel that he is highly
capable oftaking A&T to the
next level.
Milwaukee. I also have experi-
ence in comprehensive schools
as well, so I think that I am very
Wisconsin-
"Before I came to Coppiti, I
worked for top-tier institutions
such as Boston University,
Eastern Connecticut State
University and the University of
One of the more important
questions that was asked
revolved around how he would
transition from leading an insti-
tution with a population ofjust
over 4,000 students to one that
has a population ofapproximate-
ly 11,000.
All major accounting firms recruit
from the University ofNorth Carolina Wilmington.
For more information, contact Dan Ivancevich
at 910-962-7681 or ivancevichdfmuncw.edu
an EEO/AA institution
News
60 Minutes' Ed Bradley dead at 65
CBS loses legend to leukemia
By Alexis Mason
Wires Editor
"He made the job great because
he was always so gung-ho about
doing things."
"When I worked withBradley
at CBS he was always pushing
me to be the best that I could be,
because he gave the best ofhim-
selfto everyone," Styles said.
job done
African-American reporters on
national TV, Bradley refused to
be deniedby his race, never
backed down from any challenge
allowing him to always get the
Over the years "we stayed in
contact and he knew about A&T
and the journalism and mass
communication department,"
Styles said.
Although one of the first
said
type of person he was," Styles
Bradley joined CBS News as a
stringer in its Paris bureau in
cation major
missed." said Jason Perry, senior
journalismand mass communi-
"1 feel that his career impacted
the media tremendously his pres-
ence, skills, knowledge and pas-
sion to inform will be greatly
He covered the presidential
campaign ofJimmy Carter dur-
ing Campaign 76 and served as
a floor correspondent for CBS
News' coverage ofthe
Democratic and Republican
National Conventions from 1976
through 1996.
"He set the standards for
blacks in the media, especially
black males entering the journal-
ism profession," said Amber
Nave, sophomore journalism and
mass communication major.
young African Americans
"Honoring Those Who Served":
music...there were times where
we would be lost in Mississippi
looking for music, that was the
Bradley held a great love for
four Peabody awards
Center,'' that won him one of
developed a passion for jazz that
blossomed into a career as radio
host for "Jazz at Lincoln
During his down time, Bradley
Indochina and covered the fall of
Cambodia and Vietnam.
volunteered to return to
Cambodia. In March 1975,he
He was named a CBS News
correspondent in April 1973 and
shortly thereafter, was wounded
while on assignment in
1974
September 1971. A year later, he
was transferred to the Saigon
bureau, where he remained until
he was assigned to the CBS
News Washington bureau in June
Aggies pay tribute to Veterans
ability to talk to the most guard-
American at CBS to be a White
House correspondent and his
Bradley was a pioneer
amongst black correspondents,
becoming the first African
complications ofchronic lym-
phocytic leukemia.
Bradley died, at Mount Sinai
Hospital in Manhattan, from
Bradley, who joined 60
Minutes in 1981-82 season, is
remembered as being the only
male correspondent to wear an
earring, dedicated 39 years of
service to CBS.
Bradley, 65, lost his bout with
leukemia afterbeing diagnosed
with the disease two years ago.
On Nov. 9, CBS loss one of its
own: 60 Minutes veteran Ed
ed celebrities, made him a cut
above therest.
"Bradley lived well, by that I
mean someone who got the most
out of life," said Dr. James
Steele, associate professor of the
political science department.
"He was someone who was com-
fortable as an African American
in a wider world, comfortable
with any one on the planet and
in any situation."
Award 20 times; three ofhis
Over the course ofhis career,
Bradley received the Emmy
Emmys came at the 2003
awards: for lifetime achieve-
ment: a report on brain cancer
patients and a report about sexu-
al abuse in the Roman Catholic
Church. Thelatest ofthese
pieces was for an interview with
Neil Armstrong. He also won a
lifetimeachievement award from
As one of the most visible
black journalists on television,
Bradley broke downracial barri-
ers and became a role model for
One ofBradley's last stories
was the Duke Lacrosse scandal,
which aired on 60 Minutes on
Oct. 15, investigated the Duke
University rape case thataccrued
in March 2006. He was also the
only one to conduct a televised
interview with Oklahoma City
bomber Timothy McVeigh.
ment. Everything that has been
said about him in the media truly
reflects the outstanding person
that he was."
said Dr. Teresa Styles, associate
professor ofthe journalism and
mass communications depart-
"He was a great colleague and
I enjoyed working with him,"
the National Association of
Black Journalists.
gram
making skills, growing crisper
and more articulate, while learn-
ing the value ofa good televi-
sion shot.
steadily workedherself up the
leadership ladder, serving in
2000 as the first female whip,
and then was elected minority
leader by her colleagues, another
first, in 2002.
U.S. Rep. ZoeLofgren, D-
Calif, who watched thereturns
withPelosi on election night,
said: "She's been incredibly
focused on keeping the
Democrats unified. It's good
leadership skills to help people
understand that they had more in
common and helped them reach
consensus. She listens to people
very skillfully."
Before Tuesday's election,
Pelosi told Boston Globe colum-
nist Ellen Goodman that if she's
the one "the White House fears
most, I take that as a badge of
honor." Asked about being a tar-
get because she is a woman, she
added, "The minute you go into
this arena, especially at this alti-
tude, you have to prove you can
breathe the air."
Rumsfeld resigns as
former CIA director to
take post
President Bush may have
to lower his goals in Iraq
and Drew Brown
McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)
ByWarren P. Strobel
and winning a temporary victo-
ry," he said. "They want to know
whatyou're going to do to fix the
serious problems we have in this
destroyihg the other candidate
being more Machiavellian than
the other guy and raising more
money and attacking and
win elections
"The American people are
coming to the end of the line of
this business ofeach election
House speaker, pledged to work
together on issues ranging from
Iraq to increasing the minimum
become America's first female
By Ron Hutcheson
McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)
MCT CAMPUS
Robert Gates, form head of the
CIA
taxes, the looming threatof ter-
Rove targeted select groups in
the GOP base. Each group-
Christian conservatives, tax-cut-
ters, suburban security moms-
could be motivated by hot-button
issues—gay marriage, lower
Instead of consensus politics,
model ofwinning campaigns
Along the way, Rove devel-
oped a divide-and-conquer
managed every Bush political
campaign since.
who triedto convince the then
managing partner ofthe Texas
Rangers to run for governor in
1990, succeeded in 1994and
The Bush-Rove partnership,
which had its genesis in Texas,
has carried both men to the pin-
nacle of politics. It was Rove
For the man Bush hailed as
"the architect" of his re-election
in 2004, the GOP collapse in
Tuesday's midterm elections was
swift and unusual.
books, Bush said: "I'm losing. I
obviously was working harder on
the campaign than he was."
opposed.
Rumsfeld and Bush have
distinctions. For example, Gates
has said he favors opening a dia-
logue with Iran—an idea that
In contrast to Rumsfeld, Gates
is considered a pragmatic foreign
policy realist, with a tendency to
see the world in shades of gray,
rather than in black-and-white
ground."
neo-conservative approach," said
Sen. JosephBiden, D-Del. "I
think the president is going to
necessarily have to find new
"This is the deathknell of the
"and at no time have I suffered a
lack thereof."
"I have benefited greatly from
criticism," he said, borrowing a
line from Winston Churchill,
Rumsfeld showed little of his
characteristic cockiness at a brief
appearance with Bush and Gates
later Wednesday, but he main-
tained his sense ofhumor.
Iraq with too few troops, set a
tone that encouraged the abuse
ofwar captives, failed to devel-
op a credible post-war plan, and
imposed back-breaking burdens
on the Army and Marine Corps.
Rumsfeld's departure as a sign
that Bush is opento new ideas
on Iraq. Critics say the 74-year-
old defense secretary ignored his
commanders' advice, invaded
Members ofCongress from
both parties welcomed
answer."
question was to give you that
final days ofthe campaign," he
explained, directing his response
to the reporters he'd misled. "The
only way to answer that question
and to get you on to another
"I didn't want to inject a major
decisionabout this war in the
wanted "a fresh perspective" at
the Pentagon, although he hadn't
interviewed Gates or worked out
final details ofRumsfeld's resig-
group of reporters that he wanted
the defense secretary to stay on
the jobuntil end ofhis presiden-
cy. Despite what he said, Bush
had already concluded that he
Rumsfeld's ouster came a
week after Bush told a small
"Itwas a thumpin'."
White House news conference
"As the head of the Republican
Party, I share a large part ofthe
responsibility," he said at a
war and on his performance as
commander in chief.
Bush acknowledged his share
of the blame for an election that
was a referendum on the Iraq
come
At the White House, a somber
Bush said he was surprised and
disappointed by Tuesday's out-
Congress convenes in January.
leadership when the new
SpeakerDennis Hastert, R-Ill.,
announced that he would surren-
der his role in the Republican
Republican recriminations over
the electionresults. House
But the talk of cooperation
didn't immediately dispel the
partisan rancor that's settled on
Washington nor did it stop
in Iraq."
wage
"The American people spoke
with their votes, and they spoke
for change," Pelosi said.
"Nowhere was the call for a new
direction more clear from the
American people than in the war
nation
Bush and House Democratic
Leader Nancy Pelosi, in line to
GeorgeAllen
weeks. Virginia Democrat James
Webb held a lead ofmore than
7,000 votes out of 2.3 million
cast over Republican Sen.
recount that could take a few
Representatives and the Senate,
although the final Senate lineup
might hinge on a Virginia
Late results from Tuesday's
elections left Democrats poised
to control both the House of
takeover in Congress
series ofrapid-fire developments
triggered by the Democratic
Bush's surprise decision to
replace Rumsfeld with former
CIA Director Robert Gates was
the most dramatic event in a
Donald H. Rumsfeld
President Bush heeded voters'
call for change Wednesday by
ousting Defense Secretary
WASHINGTON-Chastened
by a "thumpin"' at the polls,
Thanks to Rove, he said, "You
have a foundation that's going to
remain inplace."
"They have built a strong
grassroots operation over the last
several years, nationally and par-
ticularly in swing states,"
McClellan said.
In such a circumstance, he said
the GOP is well-positioned to
retake power.
against them, said McClellan
"That's not what people want,"
he said.
next two years, itcould work
IfDemocrats decide to follow
their ownpolitics of division,
launching investigations of the
Bush administration over the
that have such a strong force of
personality that they can really
transcendthe partisanship and
bring people together," he said.
"You're going to see emerging
in the 2008 campaign leaders
tions
McClellan said the Rove strat-
egy of identifying and motivat-
ing the base might not be suffi-
cient to win under those condi-
most appealing to voters in 2008
Democratic Sen. Barack Obama
of Illinois as the kind ofpolitical
figures who might emerge as
He cited Sen. JohnMcCain of
Arizona and former New York
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani and
spokesman Scott McClellan
issues people really care about,"
said former White House
"People are looking for leaders
who are going to put aside the
partisanship and focus on the
Tuesday.
compromise and easily won re-
election as California governor
worked actively at bipartisan
Schwarzenegger, who has
The 2006 race, some analysts
say, could be the harbinger ofa
return to centrist politics. They
point as a model to Arnold
Pauken says the solution for
the GOP is restoration ofthe
Goldwater-Reagancoalition that
is open to compromise but
grounded in a conservative, idea-
driven agenda.
society."
Bush took a good-natured jab
at his political guru on
Wednesday at a White House
news conference while Rove
looked on.Asked by a reporter
who was ahead in a competition
between the president and Rove
over who could read more
take it all back."
Republicans will have an oppor-
tunity to turn this around and
"Just because you lose one
ballgame doesn't mean you lose
your genius," said former House
Majority Leader Tom DeLay. "In
the presidential year of '08,
Republican realignment.
lapse, and said it was too soon to
bury prospects ofa lasting
Others saw it as a temporary
setback, nota long-term col-
"The Rove era is over," said
former Texas Republican Party
ChairmanTom Pauken, a Rove
rival going back to Bush's days
as governor.
party to take a broader, sweeping
message to the voters.
Whether the model can be
revived for a quick GOPreturn
to power in two years is a point
ofcontention. Some want the
became its fatal flaw, Rove crit-
ics said this week.
That means ifone group
becomes dispirited, though, the
whole system crashes. Mix in an
overarching issue thatbothers
many groups, such as the Iraq
war, and the plan's strength
and messages to reach out to dis-
parate groupsand build a narrow
but energized coalition.
But the Rove model failed, a
rare breakdown of his formula
for winning elections. The plan
entails using specific policies
President Bush's 2004 re-elec-
tion.
Going into the election, Rove
& Co. expressed confidence that
Republicans would hold control
of Congress, touting a vaunted
get-out-the-vote.machine that
had performed miracles in the
2002 midterm elections and
strategic brilliance and hardball
style.
tidal wave swept the House and
possibly the Senate and spoiled
the hopes of the political wizard
dubbed "Bush's Brain" for his
On Tuesday, the Texan's grand
plan hit a wall. A Democratic
AUSTIN, Texas-For more
than a decade, Karl Rove has
sought to build an enduring
Republican majority that would
dominate politics for a genera-
tion.
Pauken, who headed the state
GOPwhenBush was governor
in the 1990s, is critical ofRove's
use ofpolarizing wedge issues to
Republican,
splitting the suburban male vote
with the GOP. In 1994, 61 per-
cent ofsuburban men voted
enjoying a 10-point advantage
among suburban women and
swept through the suburbs,
Democratic. Democrats also
Almost three in 10white evan-
gelical Christians, a key part of
the Republican base, voted
Florida Rep. Mark Foley.
Exit polls show that the GOP
did, indeed, suffer some erosion
ofsupport among Christian con-
servatives following the tawdry
sex scandal involving former
suchnarrow margins, one unhap-
py constituency—say, religious
conservatives dismayed by cor-
ruption and sex-scandals—can
bring down the coalition.
under Rove implemented a base-
rallying strategy capable ofpro-
ducing justenough votes to win.
But there may have been a
flaw in the architecture. With
With a vast computer database
dubbed the "Voter Vault" and an
efficient grassroots voter-identi-
fication operation, the GOP
really created new Republicans."
smart strategy and very capable
operatives," said University of
Texas political scientist Bruce
Buchanan. "But they never had
thekind ofissue agenda that
realignment, they had a very
"During the heyday of the
Architect and his dream of
alliance
rorism
But nothing united the groups.
It was an aggregation, not an
National News
Again, Pelosi will redefine women's work
SAN JOSE, Calif.-Nancy
Pelosi laughed because she
thought it could be one ofher
daughters calling about her over-
due baby early Wednesday
morning, but it turned out to be
the White House.
President Bush kidded that, in
the spirit ofbipartisanship, he'd
sent over a list ofRepublican
interior decorators to help the
San Francisco Democrat "pick
out the new drapes in her new
offices."
Jokes about grandkids and
drapes in the halls of power?
What a difference a day makes
As a woman is poised to
become speaker of the House for
the first time _ an achievement
widely applauded last week _
people are asking: How will
things be different in a House
run by a woman?
Already, some blamed a "tone-
deaf president for trivializing
and discrediting the talent of the
would-be speaker by suggesting
she needed decorating help.
Is she tough enough?
"The presumption is to scruti-
nize her and look for recogniza-
Others laughed it off.
Some in Congress, and out-
side, say Pelosi's almost-certain
ascendancy won't come without
continuing assessments ofhow a
woman runs the House. Consider
that the U.S. Senate only recent-
ly debated the appropriateness of
open-toed shoes.
Shaking her head, Sen. Dianne
Feinstein called Bush's jaba sub-
tle attempt and "an easy way of
beginning the softening ofthe
presence of leadership."
Added Feinstein, who became
San Francisco's first female
mayor in 1978, "There is always
added pressure for a woman.
Take it from me."
Come January when the next
Congress convenes, at least 70
members, pending undetermined
races, will be women, 16 of
those in the Senate. But it's a
new ballgame when thekey
leader is a woman.
All over television talk shows,
pundits have pondered how diffi-
cult it might be for a woman to
be in a position that conjures up
images ofsmart-alecky, crusty
men pounding a gavel. A com-
mon refrain:
By Mary Anne Ostrom
San Jose Mercury News
(MCT)
fessor who teaches women's his-
tory at the University of
California-Berkeley. "She may
not have all those, but she may
have other skills that come from
raising five children. She may
said Ruth Rosen, a visiting pro-
ble male leadership capacities,"
MCT CAMPUS
President Bush meets with Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-CA)
and Vice President Dick Cheney in the Oval OfficE in Washington,
Thursday, Nov. 9, 2006 after theirmeeting.
"a put-down."
Those who have watched
Pelosi since her election to the
House in 1987 describe a very
hard worker with astonishing
fundraising skills. As she has
ascended the House leadership,
she has massaged her speech-
Rosen calledBush's comments
members."
have other ways of persuading
Once back in Washington, she
Pelosi, 66, did not get her job
by being a wallflower.
The daughter and sister of
Baltimore mayors, Pelosi in her
first race beat 13 other candi-
dates in a typically wild San
Francisco election in June 1987
to fill the seat of the wife ofleg-
endary San Francisco
Congressman Phil Burton. Pelosi
had moved to San Francisco in
1969 with her husband, and had
been courted to run for office
earlier. She defened until her
youngest daughter was in high
school.
"People think I'm tough. She's
tougher. I couldn't carry her
jock," longtime friend and for-
mer lawmaker JohnBurton said
But now that Pelosi's in the
spotlight, her style and leader-
ship skills are coming under
scrutiny suchas she's never
experienced
And those whoknow her well
guffaw at the "not tough enough"
assessment.
His hiring should makethe
mentalists
efforts to defeat Islamic funda-
Beyond the timing of the
change, the Bush family drama
is also striking. In hiring Robert
Gates to replace Rumsfeld, Bush
is turning back to his dad's team,
which means the pragmatists are
coming to the rescue. Hopefully,
they're coming to rescue not only
Bush's legacy, but also our
whathappened
As for Rumsfeld, you know
you're a liability when the stock
market goes up as soon as your
firing is announced, which is
degree offrustration with Iraq
and signaled he's ready to make
major policy changes. That's the
real news—the policy is chang-
ing, whether Cheney likes it or
not.
cooperation, showed a new
Democratic convention. That's
not enough to stake therepublic
most ofwhat people know about
him stems from one command-
ing speech at the 2004
That's what the Democratic
primaries would sort out. If he
joins therace, he and his team
should expect a thorough scrub-
bing from voters, competitors
and the media. At this point,
and hopes will correspond to the
Real Barack?
knows whetherall the wishes
Senate only two years. Who
can project upon him what they
want because he's been in the
But what makes a fresh face
like Obama exciting is also what
makes him a huge question mark
as a possible president. Voters
him because at age 45, he repre-
sents youth, vitality and energy.
Clinton. Young Democrats may
especially get juicedup about
lesce behind Sen. Hillary
Ifonly we could find some
way to put Cheney on the list,
Because the war was the major
reason the GOP lost Congress,
Rumsfeld was the first to go.But
there were otherreasons, too, so
he won't be the last.
Bush has often been accused
ofnot being the brightest bulb in
the shop, but give him credit for
being smart enough to realize the
implications of the election. He
moved quickly because he's run-
ning out oftime and now he has
to share power. No wonder he
looked so miserable yesterday.
Election Day.
study group as thereplacement.
Then again, itdidn't seem likely
at the time that Democrats would
give the GOP what Bush called
the "thumpin"' they did on
"insource" a member of the
I had no idea it would happen
so fast, or that Bush would
open the doorto
Rumsfeld's leaving
Clinton comes with high nega-
tives, not to mention a powerful
machine and money that can
scare offopponents. Obama, at
least, doesn't appear scared. And
since democracy thrives on
choices, he could provide
Democrats with a fresh one.
The chatter around him also
indicates that a fair number of
Democrats aren't ready to coa
withAmericans from many dif-
ferent walks of life.
Obama's candidacy excites
some Democrats because he's an
inspiring figure. He's quick on
his feet. He doesn't like to demo-
nize opponents. And his multira-
cial background connects him
That's what Obama said on
"Meet the Press." And his titil-
lating response follows urgings
to run from a pair ofdissimilar
New YorkTimes columnists, the
rightish David Brooks and the
leftish Frank Rich.
responses that I've been getting
over the last several months, I
have thought about the possibili-
ty," you know he is really think-
ing about running.
For a while, the first-term sen-
ator had kept it firmly closed.
But whenever a politician says
something like, "Given the
force on the Illinois Democrat
since he cracked open the door
Sunday to a presidential bid.
And now it's Barack Obama's
turn. The media glare is full
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Let's follow Bok to a fairer
and less-frenzied future.
Competitiveness to get into
elite colleges is out of control
But, closer to home, the
University ofDelaware, an insti-
tution whose prestige has been
on the rise, earlier this year made
the same choice to abandon early
admissions - and it says it likes
the results so far.
Cynics and competitors say
Harvard, being Harvard, isn't
risking much in this move. The
brightest of the bright will still
want to experience the Yard.
News rankings, to improve their
ratings for selectivity and desir-
ability.
How is that elite determined,
anyway? In many ways, a popu-
lar influence is the U.S. News
and World Report rankings. A
while back, colleges figured out
that stressing early admissions
was a way to game the U.S.
So why has early admissions
spread? It works for many col-
leges deemed to be in the elite
ranks. It ensures them their share
oftop-level, tuition-paying stu-
dents.
also means kids and families lose
any leverage to play one school
offanother to get more financial
aid.
Given that Harvard is the
brand name to top all brand
names in higher education, its
de-escalation could have a bene-
ficial effect.
Early admissions is mostly
about 100 or so "brand-name"
colleges. For some promising
kids, the pressure to get into
such a college distorts their high
school years as early as ninth
grade. Early admissions pro-
grams are hardly to blame for all
ofthat, but they don't help.
about college applications earlier
and earlier into their high school
years; send their Type-Aparents
into a competitive frenzy; and
pack their days with stress.
requires students to apply early
only to that college, and to com-
mit to attend if accepted. The
otherrequires students to apply
early, but does not force them to
commit then.
come in several flavors: One
early (in the early fall oftheir
senior year). Theseprograms
For those ofyou who have
never been through the intense
ritual, here's how early admis-
sions works: Colleges, in hopes
of locking in a good share of the
attractive applicants, reserve a
portion ofthe slots in the next
class to kids willing to apply
The advantages ofearly
admissions programs tend to
flow more to the schools than to
Bok to the future.
In the movies, young time
traveler Marty McFly goes back
to the 1950s and inadvertently
messes with the futures of his
then-teenage parents.
That was then; thatwas
Hollywood.
"Bok to the future" is a drama
playing out in the admissions
offices ofabout 100 elite col-
leges nationwide. If it's a hit,
those colleges will soon be doing
less to mess with the minds of
bright young high school stu-
dents, and their parents.
Derek Bok, interim president
ofHarvard University,
announcedrecently that Harvard
would scrap its early admissions
program beginning next year.
Bok's plot twist deserves the
glowing reviews it is getting.
Other elite schools thathave
used early admissions programs
to enhance their prestige, includ-
ing the University of
Pennsylvania, wouldbe wise to
follow his example. Princeton
said Monday that it would.
That collective sigh you just
heard is from talented high
schoolkids expressing relief.
They know how these pro
grams push high-stakes choices Swearing loyalty to one school
average ratio ofthose students to
college counselors is 500-1.
Early admissions discriminates
by social class. Mostkids who
take thatroute can afford to hire
private advisers, or are inhigh
schools that have savvy college
counselors. Most American high
school students aren't nearly so
fortunate. The
It also stampedes many stu-
dents into the wrong college
choice; a lot can change in
teenagers' self-understanding and
aspirations between the spring of
junioryear, when the early
admissions maneuvering heats
up, and the spring ofsenior year,
when they used to choose col-
leges.
That covers the advantages
Now, the disadvantages.
The pressure on kids to zero in
on one brand-name school and
gothe early admissions route can
shadow their whole high school
career, turning that time into a
grim credential hunt that leads
kids to lose weight, sleep and
perspective.
the students
For the students, it means
fewer application fees and essays
to write - if you get in. And for
students who have good, but not
slam-dunk, credentials for an
elite college, it could push them
over the line.
Editorial
President
Obama? It
depends upon
what's beyond
the buzz
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Full speed sideways:
Rumsfeld boot shows
Bush ready for real
change in Iraq
The A&TRegister
By Michael Goodwin
New York Daily News
(MCT)
McClatchy-Tribune News Service
(MCT)
Shrinks will write books about
this one, but for therest of us,
the policy bombshells will have
to do. It matters very much that
Gates is a member of the Iraq
Study Group, the James Baker
andLee Hamilton-ledbipartisan
effort to chart a way out of the
mess. When I wrote about Baker
last month, I saidBush was
forced "to outsource his think-
ing" on Iraq and that, ifBaker
could form a consensus, it would
yes, proving you always can go
home again.
knocking on Dad's doorand ask-
ing for help. The answer was
By taming to Gates, who
served as Scowcroft's deputy, it's
as though the prodigal son is
they dissented on Iraq
have been banished from the
current White House because
Bush family Thanksgiving less
tense. There have been reports ,
that father and son rarely speak,
and never about Iraq. And it's a
fact that members ofthe 41 tribe,
especially former national secu-
rity adviser Brent Scowcroft,
At least Bush got the point
about Tuesday's results. He was
full ofpromises about bipartisan
ahead," Cheney said Sunday, just
before he went on another hunt-
ing trip. Maybe he should take
his fancy Italian shotgun to Iraq
where it might do some good.
gone and with him is, hopefully,
the neocons' foolish and infuriat-
ing insistence that everything in
Iraq is hunky-dory and not sub-
jectto change. "Full speed
But he can't, so he's doing the
next best thing. Rumsfeld is
It wasn't justDonald Rumsfeld
who got the boot Wednesday.
The post-election shakeup also
put a stake in the Era ofthe
Neocons. Watching President
Bush's pained and antsy per-
formance, I had the sense he'd
fire VicePresident Cheney ifhe
could.
Gates, a former head ofthe
CIA, is from the extended clan
ofBush 41. He's the president of
Texas A&M University, the site
|ofBush 41's Presidential
Library.
the morgue.
Whatever the extent of its use,
the decision to tattoo reflects the
country's level ofviolence. It
seems that anyone can he kid-
napped and killed for any reason.
Abbas realized how possible
that was a tew clays before he got
the tattoo. "I saw two vehicles,
and they took five people out and
shot them in front of my eyes," he
recalled. "I was about to drive
away. They stared at me, and I
thought they were going to shoot
me too, but they drove away. And
I thought, 'What if I were one of
the five people?' Nobody knows
them. Everyone is scared. No one
will help them."
Abbas, 24, who cuts meat off
kabob racks for a living, lives in
Kefah, a poorer western Baghdad
neighborhood. He has a car, and
his neighbors often ask him
where he got the money to pur-
chase one. He worries that the
decision tokill could be fickle.
"They ask: How did I get it?
And they don't know that I work-
hard. Maybe they will kill me for
this car."
Abbas was shaken by his uncle's
death. He decided to brand him-
self when a friend, policeman
Ahmad Ali, 23, showed him his
tattoo.
Ali said he got a tattoo with his
name, address and phone num-
ber because he walked by a wall
in his precinct every day showing
the faces of the 60 officers who'd
died violently, many ofthem after
they'd been kidnapped.
Now officers share with one
another where they can get tat-
toos. "Getting tattoos has become
very popular among policemen
and national guards," Ali said.
"We're kidnapped all the time.
This is the only way we will, be
returned home. We face death
every day."
1\ By Nancy A. Youssef
McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)
He'd seen hundred of bodies in
the city morgue and dozens of
hospitals during his 18-day search
for his missing uncle. He'd seen
drill marks in swollen, often
unrecognizable heads, slash marks
across necks, bullet holes in
backs, abdomens and swollen
hands. He'd seen bodies that had
been thrown into the river, so
swollen they'd barely looked
human. But by and large, the
thighs had been intact.
So that's where he decided to
there
BAGHDAD. Iraq-Ali Abbas
decided that his upper right thigh
was the best place for a tattoo
because no one gets tortured
them. They've called the numbers
and let the families pick up the
bodies instead of taking them to
phone numbers tattooed on
with a name and address. Police
officers told McClatchy
Newspapers that they've encoun-
tered bodies with names and
morgue say they've used tattoos to
identify bodies, but never one
There's no way to know how
many Iraqis have made Abbas'
choice. Officials at Baghdad's
makes him a bad Shiite. "1 think
this is the best way for my family
to recognize me. Everyone knows
in my family that I have it: my
mother, my brother, my wife."
"This is our life now," Abbas
said as he explained why he does-
n't think that having a tattoo
There's nothing artful about
these tattoos. The branding has
the efficient look of a business
card, written in clear, bland type.
ward symbol of the inner turmoil
the chaos has created.
That some Muslims are getting
tattoos is an intimate reflection
of national chaos, and an out-
killed
about it for fear that he'd be
risk offending Islam to ease their
families' griefin the event of their
deaths. The owner of one tattoo
shop in central Baghdad admit-
ted that he'd done such tattoos,
but said he didn't want to talk
But at least some tattoo shops
are seeing more and more Iraqis
who, like Abbas, are willing to
shops
And tattoo shops are difficult to
find in Baghdad. They're often in
the basements of more reputable
Tattoos are considered a sin in
Islam, which holds that believers
shouldn't deface their bodies.
phone number tattooed, in case
the day comes when someone is
searching for his body.
have his name, address and
8
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return to theirWest Bank village
so her family can be together
TURMUS AIYA, West Bank-
Laila Nofal doesn't really care why
the Israelis won't let her mother
come home. The precocious 11-
year-old just wants Israel to allow
her mom, a U.S. citizen, to
variety ofIsraelis, including the
education minister, have worried
that tire-restrictive policies will
U.S. Secretary ofState
Condoleezza Rice urged Israel to
rethink its stand when she visited
the country last month, and a
Palestinian government. Others
dispute both the necessity and
the wisdom of the measures.
Israeli military leaders say the
new steps are unfortunate meas-
ures needed to counter the rise of
the hard-line Hamas-led
in the region
The two are among thousands
of Palestinians whose lives have
been, thrown into limbo by new
Israeli security measures that are
dividing families, undermining
coexistence programs and block-
ing American citizens from living
Hebron hopes to work alongside
Israelis at a special center working
to solve the Middle East's envi-
ronmental problems.
again
All Mekky al Hafeh wants is for
Israel to let him in.The 29-year-
old Palestinian master's student
from the West Bank city of
said
are trying to reduce the risk," 1
Palestinian who comes to Israel,
there is some kind of risk, so w
Palestinians it lets in aren't wor
ing with militants. "Every
Now the country can never bi
completely certain that the
tions
Shlomo Dror, a spokesman fo
Israel's Defense Ministry, said th
elevation of Hamas as the rulint
party in the Palestinian govern-
ment left the military with little
choice but to tighten the regula-
groups
including the education ministe
the leaders of the top universitk
and a coalition ofhuman rights
Lehrer's criticism is shared by
range of influential Israelis,
shooting themselves in the foot.
But Hafeh hasn't been able to
win approval, which distresses
David Lehrer, the center's execu-
tive director. "This should be
something the state of Israel anc
the Israeli army support because
we are encouraging moderation,
.he said. "In a sense they are
Arabs and Jews to work on coor.
erative programs at its center in
the Negev desert. It currently ha
only one Palestinian among its
30-odd students _ and he's from
Jerusalem, so he has an Israeli-
issued ID.
strives to create a balance of
Hafeh had hoped to join the
small Arava Institute, which
or Gaza. But no more
In 2002, they decided to raise
their children in the West Bank
Nofal was born in the West
Bank; Wujoud was born to
Palestinian parents who moved to
Jordan; both have U.S. citizen
ship after living for 10years in
the United States.
That's what happened when
Nofal Nofal, his wife, Wujoud,
and their seven children tried to
return home in August after
spending their summer vacation-
ing in the United States.Strip.
Until recently, however, author-
ities looked the other way as
thousands of teachers and busi-
ness people, among others,
entered the territories on. tourist
visas. Every thtee months, they'd
leave, usually crossing into Jordan
for a couple of days, and then
stopped issuing most residency
papers to those who wanted to
live in the West Bank or Gaza
2000, at the start ofthe second
Palestinian uprising, Israel
and moved back to their small vil-
lage. Nofal, because he was born
in the West Bank, diclnt need
Israeli permission. But Wujoud
did, so every three months she
left to renew her tourist visa.
When the family arrived on
■Aug. 29 at the main crossing
between Jordan and theWest
Bank, Israeli border officials kept
the family waiting for six hours,
then refused to let Wujoud enter
Stunned, she returned with her
infant son to Amman while
jtal traveled home with the six
der children.
Wujoud has tried to return
me five times. Each time Israel
s placed a largered "Entry
enied" stamp in her passport,
>fal said.
The separation has taken its
toll on the family, Nofal said,
especially on his wife.
I "Imagine a mother without her
1children," he said.
MCTCAMPUS Nofal called the ban part ot a
left, a Palestinian-Americanbusinessman sits on his couch with "silent evacuation" of Palestinians
children and nephews at his home in Turmus Aiya, West Bank, from the West Bank and other
critics have referred to it as a
"silent transfer." Nofal suggested
that Israel was trying to prevent
successful businessmen such as
himself from helping to build the
foundations ofa healthy
Palestinian state.
Hafeh is caught up in Israel's
new blanket ban on Palestinian
students. Before, Israel was will
ing to.examine students on a
case-by-case basis, and dozens of
Palestinians studied at Israeli uni-
versities for advanced degrees that
aren't available in the West Bank
One of the most significant
changes has been an Israeli deci
The new regulations are part of
a broader Israeli campaign to iso-
late the Palestinian government,
which is now dominated by
Islamist militants philosophically
opposed to Israel's existence.
They also play to many Israelis'
fear that the country's Jewish
identity will be swamped if mil-
lions of Palestinians who tied
during decades ofwar are allowed
to return.
'These are exactly the people
we should be strengthening to
move the peace process along,
and all we do is put huge barrier?
in front of them," said Rabbi
Michael M. Cohen, director of
special projects at the Arava
Institute for Environmental
Studies, which is trying to win Nofal Nofal
Israeli approval for Hafeh to eon- some of his
rinue his research at its center.
Another case challenges Israel's
new blanket ban preventing
Palestinians like Hafeh from
studying in Israel.
Bank
On Thursday, Israel's Supreme
Court told the. military to explain
its policies that bar Palestinian
students from crossing through
Israel to study in the West Bank.
The action came in response to a
protest filed by Israeli human
rights groups questioning restric-
tions on students from Gaza
wishing to study in the West
strengthen
embolden extremists while alien-
ating the Palestinian moderates
Israel should be trying to
something many people have dis-
covered only when they've been
turned back at the border.
But now Israel is refusing to
honor that informal system,
return with fresh tourist visas.sion to begin enforcing long-
ignored visa regulations that limit
the ability of tens of thousands of
U.S. citizens and others to live in
the West Bank and Gaza Strip
unless they were born there. In
Tattoos help identify
Iraq's dead bodies
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corporateaccounting, or management consulting?
Do you want to be a CPA?
ing basis, early
applications are encouraged
All undergraduate majors welcome. Our 10 -month, full -time MSA program
begins in August. We offer an excellent teaching faculty, sniall er classes
lower tuition, and excellent financial assistance opportunities
Cameron School ofBusiness is accredited by AACSB.
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All major accounting firms recruit
from the University of North Carolina Wilmington.
For more information, contact Dan Ivancevich
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an EEO/AA institution
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Some Palestinians face new visa restriction
By Dion Nissenbaum
McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)
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dumped on a street.
man, shows a tattoo giving his
name, neighborhood and family
phone number as identification
in case he is killed in a bombing
or a kidnapping and then
Ali Abbas, a 24-year-old Iraqi
It felt like a 100pounds off (my
chest) because the people finally
got a chance see the show," said
Mr. Alpha Phi Alpha, Justin
Blake. "The pageant was one of
the best in recent times."
The brothers ofAlpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity Inc. say that no
matter how your heart is griev-
ing, ifyou keep on believing, the
dreams that you wish will come
When the year 2006 arrives,
Cinderella is sure that her time
has come. When she finds out
her other competition, she cries,
she's heartbroken and alone.
Dreams are the wishes of
Cinderella's heart, and despite
her sadness and hardships, she
has faith that someday her wish-
es of becoming Miss Black and
Gold will come true.
and humiliates her,they can not
stop her from dreaming.
another day of drudgery, but no
matter how her family abuses
The big clock in the church
tower tells her when to start
ISIS,and her royal court
Everyone is in search for
Cinderella, including" the broth-
ers of theBeta Epsilon Chapter
ofAlpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc. and the reigning queen,
"It was fun, funny moments
there was always some kindof
money involved since they first
started doing the pageants.
received a $500 scholarship. The
background information on the
scholarship has been on a nation-
al level since 1984; however,
This pageant was more than
beauty and being crowned as a
queenbecause the winner of
Miss Black and Goldalso
Randall Ellington, another
member ofthe Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity said, "(Cinderella) has
academics in order, very attrac-
tive but knows thatbeauty is in
the eye of the beholder, and can
interact well in a social setting."
Productions' word and models
performances from Couture
The pageant consisted of the
ladies showing offswimwear,
talent, business wear, evening
wear and there were also two
represent theAlphas."
major and member of the Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity said, "class,
beauty, intelligence and knowing
in you heart that you want to
perfect Cinderella, Matthew
Melvin, a senior psychology
Practice What You Preach
In 1997,Levert joined R&B
singers Johnny Gill and Keith
Sweat in forming the trioLSG.
White's comeback single,
This hit led to the making of a
full album with his father titled
Father and Son in 1995. Also
in that year, Levert went up for
a Grammy for writing Barry
In 1992,Levert, along with
his father, Eddie, put out the hit
song Baby Hold On ToMe.
In 1991, Levert released his
first solo album titled Private
Line which tookR&B charts by
storm blowing him to number
one, x ■.
Teddy Pendergrass and Anita
Baker.
Levert went on to pursue a solo
career in performing and pro-
ducing with soul legends like
Pattie LaBelle, Barry White,
brother SeanLevert and child-
hood friend Marc Gordon. After
warranting two gold albums,
Levert's first taste offame
was in 1986 withthe R&B trio
LeVerts, consisting ofhim^
group The O'Jays, Eddie Levert
and Martha Levert. Because of
his father's career in the music
business, Levert was exposed to
the world of music at a young
age.
Levert was born July 13, 1966
to lead singer of the hit soul
death
"Such a tremendous talent
taken away so soon" were the
words ofAlthea Perry, journal-
ism and mass communication
professor, whenreflecting R&B
star GeraldLeverts' sudden
Spotlight
KRISTEN MEDLEY
Levert's death caught many
off guard includingA&T alum-
nus, Keith Mac who described
Levert as having a "unique
sounding voice" and an artist
gone "too young, too soon".
Gerald died at the age of 40.
time, who sang with unmatched
soulfulness and power, as well
as a tremendously gifted'com-
poser and an accomplished pro-
ducer."
after confirming his death say-
ing: "All of us atAtlantic are
shocked and deeply saddened by
his untimely death. He was one
of the greatest voices ofour
His record label, Atlantic
Records, issued a statement
memories
Levert left behind his family
including four children, a host
offriends, his music and his
tributed to his heart attack
In his final days, Levert was
preparing to appear on a realty
show that required him to be put
on a weight loss program with a
host ofother people. Some are
saying this may have con-
songwriter.
Levert died Friday, Nov. 10,
2006 in his sleep ofa heart
attack.
When asked his opinion of the
Once the dance was over, it
was timefor the contestants to
introduce themselves and then
prepare for the next portion of
the pageant.
What appeared to be a normal
a romantic dance to a song by
Whitney Houstonfrom
Cinderella by Rodgers and
Hammerstein , quickly became a
party when they started dancing
to up-tempo songs.
2007school year.
The event started offwith a
dance between the Alphas and
the contestants, but it wasn't no
ordinary dance.
In using the Cinderella theme,
the brothers were in search for
theirprefect Cinderella/queen to
represent themfor the 2006-
Epsilon to be their next queen
short ofphysical force to per-
suade the brothers ofBeta
Cinderella is by no means a
weak-willed character content to
let events flow around her. On
the contrary, when chosen to be
a participant in the Centennial
pageant, she uses everything
true
Jim Jones' album is Ballin!
By Thomas Clements
Contributor
PHOTO SUBMITTED
Jim Jones' album cover
Production on the album does-
n't have a lot of big named pro-
duces that other albums may
have, but the tracks on the
album definitely compliment
Jones raspy style to the T.
Chink Santana, Jim Jones and a
few other up-and-coming pro-
ducers make up a classic that
can be played from track one to
20.
album
Bundles also appear on the
album if Cam did not bless it.
Juelz Santana, MaxB, Hell Rell
and new Dip family members
Jha Jha, Princess and Stack
Jones, who does not step
much outthe Diplomat family
when making an album, has fea-
tures from Lil' Wayne, Rell, Dr.
Ben Chavis and Chink Santana.
It also would not be a Dip
through his voice, which is like
no other in the game.
ment world. The album has 20
street-inspired songs with beats
and production that mirrors the
darkness that Jones portrays
bright lights of the entertain-
"Hustler's P.O.M.E" begins
with a Max B laced track that
takes Jones from his life on the
dark streets, to the ice and
"Ballin," record beat drops
changes that take place in our
society, then we will not sur-
reconstruction of a society. One
thing I took away from the play
was the importance ofadapta-
tion. Ifwe fail to adapt to the
As the story unfolds, it
becomes more complex. Each
character represents a key com-
ponent in the destruction and
reduces black empowerment,"
Langa said.
"This play is a symbol for
change in cultural values and
comes from white oppression of
people in South Africa. This cul-
tural collision creates division
among the( oppressed and
Langa explained the symbol-
ism of the work.
sumuzi.
n the play, the audi-
ce is exposed to what
ppens to a culture
der attack. As time'
ogresses, the main
aracter gets weaker
plying that he and his
culture are dying while
city values collide with
African cultural values.
eki Langa tells the
ry of, Jobe; his three
yes Noliwe, Nomusa,
d Thandeka; his
unger brother
nechewer and his son
Jones, steps out of his producer,
directorand executive seat to
bring the streets another credible
album.
Jim "One EyedWillie" Jones,
born Joseph Jimmy Guillermo
Records, is a hard-hitting album
that will have you "Ballin" and
yelling Dipset where ever you
"Hustler's P.O.M.E" (Product
OfMy Environment) released
Nov. 7, 2006, from Koch become a new street craze that
has everyone from NFL Players
ballin' out on touchdown's to
the clubs going crazy when the
Miami," now he has everyone
"Ballin," and not on the basket-
ball court. "Ballin," where one
throws up their hands as if they
were shooting a shot, has
go. A great follow up to
"Harlem: Diary ofa Summer"
released in 2005, where Jones
gave you "Summer with
Jones takes you through a typ-
"So Harlem," the second track
on the disc featuring Max B,
comes off real hard. Produced
by Chink Santana, "So Harlem"
describes Jones, and ittells you
who he is.
Club Banger: "Pin the Tail"
feat. Cam, Juelz Santana, and
MaxB.
Worst Song: "Get itPoppin:
feat. JHA JHAand Princess
Best Song: "Don't Push me
Away" feat. Rell
prime fashion, and he still has
more to come.
"Product OfMy Environment"
will be tfre period. Jones has
carried the Dipset name in
"Hustlers P.O.M.E" is certi-
fied banger and should be added
toyour collection. Jimmy has
proven thathe is a MC, and if
the other two previous albums
are not an indication, then
straight on who the Diplomats
are and what would happen if
youwere to run your mouth a
little too much.
"Let it Rain," but best believe
Weezy just isn't on the hook,
and Stack Bundles talks about
still spending money from his
time with Desert Storm, a crew
made famous by Fabolous. Then
you have a timely verse from
Jones who sets the record
"Weather Man", produced by
Majik, is similar to Fat Joes'
Another banger on the album
is "Weather Man" featuring Lil'
Wayne and mixtape king Stack
bundles.
ical day Dipset style, and then
he adds MaxB, who brings you
that gangster Jones is trying to
represent in a soulful manner on
the hook.
The Drought, written by Dr
"The play is about polygamy,
women's empowerment and the
traditional way of life versus the
modern way of life. My charac-
ter, Jobe, represents the tradi-
tional way as man being
provider for his women. Jobe's
younger brother, Bonechewer,
represents the modern man who
doesn't see providing as a
necessity," Ochola said.
Ochola, a Kenya native,
shared his ideas about the play's
overall theme.
Jobe, the main character of the
work was played by Moses
Ochola, a senior international
studies major at A&T.
Students from both A&T and
Bennett College starred in a
South African play entitledThe
Drought this past weekend at
the Bennett College Theatre.
By Paul McGregor
Special Contributor
A scene in the play
vive
Everyone played their roles
very well. As Dr. Langa said,
"The students' performances
were incredible!"
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A Phi A's Cinderella Story:
Who willJillMiss Black and Gold's shoes?
A legend
gone, R.I.P
PHOTO SUBMITTED
Gerald Levert: an R&B legend
Contributor
By Viveka Edwards
By Senea Moody
Contributor
Through hard work and dedi-
cation, Levert achieved so much
from the time ofhis birth. He
was one ofcontemporary soul's
most accomplished singer and
In 2005, Levert put out anoth-
er album called Voices.
In the midst ofthese talented
voices, they put out the hit song
My Body andDoor #1.
Their first album titledLevert
Sweat Gillled to their second
album titledLSG2.
Some of tlhe ladies running for Miss Black and Gold
Once it was all said and done,
the following ladies were
crowned as the Alpha
Cinderella/queens:
-ShelitaPerry, Miss Black and
Gold
-Kristen Medley, Miss 1906
-Adina Stewart, Miss Beta
Epsilon
-Charity Smith, Miss 1929
Drawn by therenowned
engineering program and com-
ing off a career defining year at
Davenport North High School,
where she was an Iowa Girls
Coaches Association Class 4-A
First Team member, and was
the only senior on a Lady
Wildcats team, she led themto
the Iowa state playoffs.
She shunnedattention from
other schools closer to home
like Northern Iowa and Wichita
State and made the over 900-
mile trek to A&T.
"I think Brenden does a
Thank God for our engineer-
ing program
She is the heart and soul ofa
Lady Aggies volleyball team
poised to make a statement in
this year's MEAC tournament.
However, the same woman
who is so intense out on the
court, actually never planned
on playing college volleyball
"I wanted to play basketball,
so anytime schools contacted
my high school coach she'd tell
them I wasn't interested," said
Chatman.
Brenden Chatman is small in
stature, but she's probably the
biggest thing to come out Iowa
since Field ofDreams, at least
at A&T.
"She called me, I came down
and liked it and decided to
stay," said Chatman
with her.
She fell in love withA&T
and ifshe can help theAggies
win their first MEAC champi-
onship, A&T will fall in love
from a friend in Davenport that
had seen Chatman play and
told Roylac to take a look at
her.
PHOTOS BY MICHAELSIMMONS
Brenden Chatman, shown here against UNC Charlotte, is in the top
10 of MEAC standings in assists, hitting percentage and service
aces whilealso maintaining over a 3.0 GPA in Industrial and
Systems Engineering.
"I think its okay," she said.
"That's what they come to look
at, but I think they really enjoy
the game when they come. I
don't think they expect to see
how hard we play and the hus-
tle and people swinging hard "
' Whatever brings them out,fans see that this team is reallygood. On the shoulders of
Chatman, Krystal Cooper
Arlene arid Darlene Mitchell,
the Lady Aggies are making MEAC Volleyball
Championships
Friday, Nov. 1 7th -Sunday, Nov. 1 9thwavesChatman says her message tothe youth would be if you cansee it, you can be it, and rightnow, A&T's sights are set on aMEAC championship.Back to what got her hereFormer Lady Aggies head
coach Cathy Roylac got a call
"My high school coach
taught me everything I know
about volleyball and taught me
A&T owes a debtof grati-
tude to Melanie andKevin
Chatman formaking Brenden
play volleyball at Wood Junior
High in seventh grade.
"I didn't like volleyball at
first, my mom made me start
playing," said Chatman. "But
when I startedplaying I
thought it was fun. I liked the
team aspect ofvolleyball."
Her teammates have to love
her coolness under pressure.
Look at any Lady Aggies
match this season and you'll
see that Chatman isn't rattled
by the pressure ofa close
match
"I think I handle pressure
alright," said Chatman. "You
have to stay focused and
aggressive."
The Lady Aggies owe Any
Baker, head volleyball coach at
Davenport North High School,
for grooming Chatman into the
player she is today.
be proud.
Brenden is in the top 10of
MEAC standings in assists, hit-
ting percentage and service
aces, the folks back home must
So who is Brenden Chatman?
Ironically this fierce competitor
is soft spoken and shy. She
loves to read and do jigsaw
puzzles in her spare timeand
aspires to write a fiction book
and travelthe world.
"Yes, I'mkind ofa nerd,"
said Chatman.
How is this self-proclaimed
"nerd" and a former Iowa Girls
Coaches Association All-State
basketball and volleyball player
become justwhat A&T need-
ed?
Look no further than her
family.
"I think my family and my
teammates help motivate me,"
said Chatman. "I don't want to
let them down."
excellent job," said Sylvan.
"Every game, every practice,
every play, she comes in she
works hard."
That's not including the Lady
Aggies hectic travel schedule.
"Traveling is hard because
we don't really stay overnight
often so we get back late and
we always have to go to class
so it's rough but you gotta do
it," she said
The Lady Aggies continue
doing what they have to do and
have captured the attention of
A&T fans searching for any
positives during a down period
in the athletics program, and
Chatman has a theory on why
that is.
"We workhard, we're very
dedicated, we have a lot of
'Aggie Pride', we're fun to
watch and I think everybody
should come watch us play at
least once. They'll come back,"
she said.
celebrities and one of the most
And comeback they did.
Whether its friends of the girls
or guys trying to get a glimpse
oftone women in short shorts,
attendance at volleyball games
is big, making them campus
popular teams on campus
crowd
"It feels good," she said, but
Chatman isn't naive, she real-
izes what draws a lot of the
So how does she balance
school and volleyball?
"Its really hard because you
have to have a lot of study time
and practice a lot but you just
gotta do it," she said.
Doing what you have to do
means getting up early and
either having practice or class
first thing in the morning. Or
having practice in the middle
ofthe day, which means every-
thing has to be done before
practice.
"You have class, practice,
studying and try to go to sleep
early for the next practice,"
said Chatman.
how to push myself."
On the court, Chatman and
her teammates push themselves
to the limits. Off the court, She
maintains over a 3.0 GPAin
arguably the toughest major on
campus.
Aggies season of
discontent continues By Mike McCray
Sports Editor
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Story from
www.NCATAGGIES.com
around."
and come towork every day
with intentions on getting bet-
ter. Our approach needs to be
just that ifwe want to turn this
For Ticket Information
Call (336) 334-7749
www.ncataggies.com the
official website of North
CarolinaA&T Athletics.
SpecialThanks to
"I thought that was a big
moment in the ball game," said
Fobbs.
"There are moments in a
game that can turn things in
one direction or another. But
you have to give their defense
credit because that's what
defenses are supposed to do.
When you're given a short
field, your job is still to stop
your opponent from scoring."
Elon took its momentum and
scored on a 34-yard field goal.
A short punt set up the
Phoenix's next score as it took
over at the Aggies 38 and in
one play Michael Mayers
scored on a 38-yard wide
receiver fora 17-0lead.
"We made too many mistakes
tonight," saidFobbs.
"Inconsistency has been a
mark of this football team this
Elon quarterback Wes Pope
finished off the drive with a 3-
yard touchdown.
The Aggies had a chance to
answer immediately as Elon's
Karlos Sullivan fumbled a Lee
Woodson punt, and Tony Leath
recovered at the Elon 32 near
the end ofthe first quarter.
But the Aggies lost 13 yards
on the drive, and turned the
ball over on downs
Next season, North Carolina
A&T and Elon will end an
eight-year string ofplaying one
another in football during the
fall.
Elon rushed 209 yards and
the Aggies turned the ball over
four times in a 45-0 Phoenix
win that evens the all-time
series at four games apiece
Curtis Walls led the Aggies
with six receptions for 70 yards
as he extended his streak of
catching at least one pass in a
game to 15.
Wes Pope led the Phoenix
through the airas he went 13-
for-18 for 179 yards and two
touchdowns
Michael Mayers added six
catches for 77 yards and a
touchdown, and he also had 63
yards rushing and touchdown.
The Aggies defense played
strong early in the game, how-
ever, forcing the Phoenix to
punt twice in its first two pos-
sessions
The Phoenix took its third
possession and drove 82 yards
with the big play coming on a
25-yard end-and-around to the
Aggies 3-yard line.
Coach Fobbs and the Aggies
travel to Charlotte looking for
their first win in the last game
ofthe season as they take on
S.C. State in the Rivalry
Classic Saturday November
18that 2PM in Charlotte's
Memorial Stadium
The men travel to Dayton to
take on theFlyers, Wednesday
at 7PM before returning to
Corbett Monday for their home
opener against Mars Hill.
Jarrell Brown led the way
for Army with 22 points while
connecting on six three-point-
ers in the game.
Army forced the Aggies to
shoot just 25 percent from the
field in the first half.
The lead switched hands
multiple times in the first half
before Army took control for
good late in the first half.
Arena
Army played withmilitary
precision en route to a 63-49
win overA&T at Mizzou
Austin Ewing and Steven
Rush were the onlyAggies in
doublefigures with 12 and 10
respectively.
The last day of the classic
pitted the Army Black Knights
against the Aggies.
against Stetson
Although the Lady Aggies
had cruised against Stetson at
home the men were locked in a
tight battle until the end where
they eventually fell 72-69.
the University of Georgia
Wednesday to take on the Lady
Bulldogs at 7PM.
JerryEaves' gang traveled to
Columbia, Mo. to play in the
JohnThompson Foundation
Classic and left the tournament
0-3 but with a lot ofpositives
to build on.
The Aggies lost the first
game of the round robin tour-
nament 101-80against
Missouri
Jason Wills had 17 points
and 10rebounds to lead A&T
in the loss.
Five Aggies were in double
figures including Walt Booth
and Derek Crumpton who both
contributed 14 a piece.
Austin Ewing netted 11 and
Angelo Hernandez had 10as
the Aggies launched 26 three
pointers in the game.
Steven Rush's stroke from
beyond the arc could have been
the difference as he went 1-8
from three and 1-11 overall.
The fact that the Aggies hung
in with a major Dl is one posi-
tive the team could take from
the game as they went into
game two of the tournament
The Lady Aggies travel to
Everytime Stetson tried to
mount a comeback, A&T tight-
ened up on defense forcing the
Lady Hatters into turnovers.
The former E.E. Smith stand-
out and 2006Mid-Southeastern
Conference Player ofthe Year,
Tweet Cook had a stellar debut
with 16points, eight rebounds
and three assists to help the
Lady Aggie cause
Determined not to let the
freshmen have all the fun soph-
more Ahmad Williams also
added 11 points
A stingy Lady Aggies
defense forced Stetson to shot
only 26 percent from the field
in the first halfand 40 percent
in the second.
"You always want to start on
a good note," said head coach
Patricia Cage-Bibbs.
"We can't get too excited.
Our young ladies still have a
long way to go and they still
have a lot to learn, but I hope
tonight gives them some confi-
dence."
The new and improved Lady
Aggies basketball team cruised
to a 61-49 victory over Stetson
in theirhome opener.
A&T (1-0) has ten new faces
on this year's team and were
led by a talented trio offresh-
men all playing in their first
collegiate game.
NeitherLamona Smalley,
Lonise Coulter or "Tweet"
Cook showed first game jitters
as they combined to score 43
of the Aggies 61 points.
Smalley led the waywith 20
points and 12 rebounds as the
Lady Aggies cruised for most
ofthe game.
PHOTO BY MICHAEL SIMMONS
Ahmad Williams tries to find one of her teammates during the first
half of theLady Aggies 61-49 victory over Stetson. Williams had
11points in the game
orts
By Mike McCray
Sports Editor
Hampton, Va
Lady Aggies win season opener, Men
go winless in opening tournament
—^
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Chatman sets the pace for Lady Aggies
Flashback to 2004. Chatman
was a gift dropped into the lap
ofnewAggies head coach
Millicent Sylvan
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